OLX Series | Integrated Touch Overlay PC

The OLX Integrated Touch Overlays brings a multi-touch solution to the large array of commercial large screen monitors, including brands such as: LG, NEC, Samsung, Sony, Sharp, and more!

Because the OLX is an overlay, it does not compromise the monitor construction, allowing all warranties to remain valid. Choose from a wide variety of materials, finishes and color options. We will customize your interactive touch overlay to perfectly suit your business requirements.

Multi-Touch | Multiple Screen Options | Rugged Steel Enclosure

Key Features

- 32" to 82" LED overlay displays
- Multi-Touch Optical Sensor
- Commercial Monitor Integration
- Dealer Integration
- Monitor Protection
- Simple USB connection to PC

All Major Brands Supported

Each Overlay is designed for a specific brand and model which unlike the typical "one-size-fits-all", the OLX provides a fully integrated look and feel that will resist and endure public use for many years to come.

With over 20 years of experience, we offer an overlay that provides unique features and robust design elements which will provide a durable solution. Use your own computer/network system to power the unit. The multi-touch sensor is compatible with PC and Mac platforms. Supported Brands: LG, NEC, SAMSUNG, SONY, SHARP and many more...

Customization

The OLX Overlay is highly configurable and can be customized with peripherals and to other systems designed from the ground up. It is easily customizable with its 4 stainless steel covers that can be modified.

All of our Products can be tailored to your specific business, talk to one of our technicians to help you design the best interactive solution for you. Contact us today!